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The teaching and learning pedagogy at Cranbourne Primary School is developed on a

RECIPE (Relevant Engaging Challenging Innovative Personalized Enjoyable)
based curriculum that supports the members of the school community to develop intrinsic

PRIDE (Persistence Responsibility Independence Discipline Enthusiasm) in their learning.

CALENDAR
UPCOMING
EVENTS

Friday, 15th July
$50 Senior Camp
Deposit is due
Monday 18th July
Start of Student Progress Discussions
Friday, 22nd July
Curriculum Day

13th July 2016

PRINCIPAL’S NEWS
Welcome to Term 3. Families, students and staff have resumed the routine
of school with an 8.50am start with responsibility and rigour, despite the
unprecedented weather conditions.
We are looking forward to seeing parents next week to participate in the
student progress discussions. This is a great opportunity to have a
conversation with teachers about your child. Keep an eye out for your
interview time.
The extreme winds and regular rain has been managed through alternate
arrangements and supervision for students during recess and lunch times.
Whilst our students are demonstrating responsibility wearing the
appropriate uniform, there are a number of students attending each day
without uniform jumpers or bomber jackets. Even if your child does not
want to ‘wear’ their jumper to school, we ask you to encourage them to
bring one in their bag for recess and lunch breaks as some children still
need guidance in dressing appropriately for the weather.

Wednesday, 10th August

$25 due for
Jurassic Excursion

Cheryl Van Deursen
Principal
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Issue 20

Quote of the Week
Quote – ‘What colour is Winter?’

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO OUR
JULY BABIES!

Stars of the Week

From the Office

These students have demonstrated intrinsic
PRIDE (Persistence, Responsibility,

enjoyable holiday!

Independence, Discipline, Enthusiasm)

Grace W
Vithum S
Jodie B
Irushi R
Daniel N
Lillie R
Riti B

Student
Jenny A

FOUNDATION

Joshua B

Nathan W
Kyana Z

JUNIOR

A reminder to parents
that students are

in their learning:

Learning community

We hope you had an

Zach H

dismissed at 3.15.
Lately we have had a
number of students who
have been kept waiting
until after 4.00pm. This
is unacceptable. Please

MIDDLE

Hikmat S.

ensure that your child is
collected in a timely
manner.

Abigail S.
Tai W.
Hayley T.
Jennifer M.

SENIOR
Happy Birthday to
those students who
are celebrating
their special day

Art
ICT
PE
Assistant Principal
Principal

The school does NOT
provide an after school
care service however
services are provided by
outside centres.
Application forms are

Christian (FSP)

available at the office.

Axle B (JVK)

Curriculum
Friday 22nd July—CPS Curriculum Day
Students are not required at school on this day. Staff will be at school, involved in
professional learning and development, focussing on the Teaching and Learning of
Writing.
We are working with an educational consultant to support the staff’s professional
growth in identifying more specific ways to address the “delivery” of Writing as
part of the curriculum. We are implementing a program called ‘VOICES’ which will
help students to develop better vocabulary and writing skills, to help improve their
pieces of writing.
Samples of students’ writing are displayed in both buildings—please take the opportunity to have a look at these samples while you are here for Student Progress
Discussions next week.
The Writing displays will change every 4—5 weeks, to reflect the genre that has
Di Fernand
been taught.

Assistant Principal
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In our Maths sessions the past week, we were looking at Fractions. To help
us understand fractions we did food maths. The students had a lot of fun
and really enjoyed the learning but mostly the eating

Did you know you can
bank as little as 5
cents if you want to?

WOW!! That’s great news,
thanks! What a great way
to learn to save a little
money every week with
Dollarmites!

If you’d like your child to join in with Dollarmites banking you can apply for an account
with the Commonwealth Bank or ask at the Office for an Application Form. It is
important to teach children to start saving at an early age. With Dollarmites they can
choose an awesome prize once they have made 10 deposits!

banking will resume this week
Friday, 22nd July

